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Asylum Press, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
This retro-style anthology of all-new horror tales is guaranteed to give you the eeries and the
creepies! Taking a pinch of black humour from EC comics and mixing it with the art stylings of
House of Mystery and Warren comics, EEEK! blends a heady broth that hits you like a burning
incense stick to the retina. Jason Paulos delivers the goods with over 15 tales of revenge, zombies,
vampires, ghouls and monsters. Each tale drawn in a different style reminiscent of the BW horror
mags of the 70 s and 80 s. In Deadline of Death we witness rival comic artists dabbling with
malevolent forces that arrive in the form of a chain smoking goatee wearing Satan. In Lights!
Camera! Murder!, A lovesick starlet and a ruthless film director embark on a doomed love affair
that ends in pieces! In Easy Prey A helpless girl, lost in the wilderness . but is she all that she seems?
In Head Trip a hippie s love for music goes horribly wrong. Other titles include Confessions of a
Thrill Killer, Like Son, Like Father, In Too Deep and many...
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This book could be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to tell you that here is the
best book we have read through inside my personal lifestyle and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS

Thorough information for pdf fans. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. I am easily will get a satisfaction of studying a published pdf.
-- Autum n B a hr ing er-- Autum n B a hr ing er
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